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Category
          

According to the broad heading,there are two styles of eyelash:eyelash 
in pair and Salon eyelash

Eyelash in pair:People who like the eyelash could wear it at home by 
themselves.Using the tools by pincet,scissors,eyelash glue,eyelash 
cream and eyelash curler.
Eyelash gule including importing glue and made in china glue.Customer 
usually ask the price according to the volume and the package they 
need.

Salon eyelash:Wear the beautician operation in Salon.



Category
          

Salon eyelash:including bulk eyelash;wispy eyelash and encryption 
eyelash. 

According to the using: including grafting eyelash and eyelash grow.

 Grafting eyelash including with nodes and without nodes.



Category
          according to the craft

According to the process:including hand-made eyelash and machine-
made eyelash.

Hand-tied eyelash:is made by people full hand-tied.Because of the 
process complex,Production is controlled by manual.

Machine-made eyelash:is made by machine,which could be 
manufactured for large volume order,which is very popular by people.



Category
          according to the material

According to the material,eyelash including synthetic fiber,human hair 
material,animal fiber,feather eyelash,paper eyelash and lace eyelash.



Category
         

Regarding to the eyelash terrier,it including fish tape and Cotton stalk.

The fish tape is easy to wear,be more natural,but is easy to drop off.

Cotton stalk is very soft,never hurt your eye.but very easy to be curl and 
be out of shape.



attachment

The curl including:C/CC/D/J/B/L
The length including before finishing and after finishing.
The thickness including:0.07mm/0.1mm/1.5mm/2.0mm/2.5mm



Production 
Process          

1.Prepare material:as the Korea material for example.The callipers as 
bellow:

2.How to authorized the strength of eyelash：Bring out the eyelash 
terrier about a foot and some raw material.Use the nail or other tools 
fixed up the two sides,to be sure the terrier is strengthen,take off the raw 
material into the terrier.
                                                                    picture of hand-tied

            

                                                                      picture of machine made

                      



Production 
Process

         

3.Clip the eyelash:cut the eyelash as the people needing,cut out the 
extra eyelash to be a shape one,please check the bellow pictures for 
your reference。

4.Ironing the eyelash:to be wet of the eyelash,put them on the 
paper.straighten out them and curl them onto the pipe.put them under 
the sunshine or into the oven.When they are dried,take them out.                                    

                      



Production 
Process

          

put them into the oven to be drying ：(heat-resistant)        natural drying

5．Disconnecting the tubes，put the eyelash on the desk when 
they are drying.
                                                
                                                 

                      



Production 
Process

          

6.cut them off to be seperated，applying glue on the paper。

7.put the eyelash sticking to the topkapi in the end

                      



    Quality 
Testing          

一、eyelash in pair
to be symmetry by the eyelash in pair
the length and the style to completely must be in accordance with 
customer requirements
the root number of eyelash can't lack,Density distribution is uniform
to be neatly before put the eyelash in to the box,pick up the unflatness 
ones.
if have lengthen one in the end and middle of eyelash,be sure the 
distribution.
Before puting the eyelash into the nox,don't put more glue on the 
eyelash,apply gule to the uniform。
After puting the eyelash into the box,To ensure that the eyelash stick 
completely attached to the packing mode。
To be sure the eyelash boxes is natural appearance, neatly,delicate.

二，salon eyelash
to be sure if the curl is right for the production。
to be sure if the length is right for the production。
to be sure if the thickness is right for the production。
to be neat and orderly before put the eyelash into the box。

                      



 Trending 
of Popular          

1.About the material：
The horse fur material market is facing to the Russia and Europe.It is 
belong to animal fur,but be cheaper than mink fur,which is very beautiful 
by tangle.

                      



 Trending 
of Popular          

2.the style of the eylash：

                      



THANKS




